ABSTRACT Skyline query is a typical preference query method. Due to its capacity of extracting interesting information from multi-dimensional datasets abided by multiple criterions, the skyline query has been extensively studied. All of the existing studies assume that the data are complete and available, which may not hold in many real applications because of device exception, privacy protection and other reasons. Datasets with missing attribute values or missing tuples are called incomplete datasets. In this paper, we mainly discussed the case of incomplete attribute values in a dynamic dataset. First, considering the dynamic dataset, we propose the kISkyline algorithm based on the traditional sliding window model with a split bucket strategy. We then propose the sISkyline algorithm based on a real point, virtual point, and shadow point with a split bucket strategy along with the traditional sliding window model. Finally, simulation results are provided to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of these two new algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of location based services (LBS) technology, more and more people are beginning to use mobile devices to enjoy convenient services. Considering a user who travels to an unfamiliar city and he or she may want to have a nice lunch after visiting some scenic spot with the following preferences: the restaurant with good meals should be near the scenic spot and the hotel he or she reserved is even cheaper. However, the restaurants nearby are more expensive and the reataurants with good meals are far from the hotel. Relying on the traditional query processing, which is based on an exact match between the preferences and the data in the database that is inappropriate, may not return any results, as there is no restaurant with a cheaper price, good taste and a suitable distance. Therefore, the skyline query, a preferences query technology, which can process a personalized query according to the users' preferences and give the data items which are not dominated by other data items as results, becomes an important query for LBS applications. For example, a diverse and reasonable price, food, entertainment and service quality are top priorities for most mobile phone users seeking nearby services.
The dynamic skyline query can provide the appropriate recommendation according to the users' real-time position. The dynamic skyline algorithm attempts to process the skyline query on dynamic datasets. We cannot obtain all the data items prior to query processing because of its dynamic feature. As time goes on, new items arrive and earlier arrival items disappear. Services based on location is a typical example. With a moving target, the location information of nearby objects is changing. Therefore, we have to process the skyline query on dynamic datasets. Due to its significance, the dynamic skyline query has been studied in Euclidean space, road network, and metric space [1] - [4] . However, all the described processes assume that every data dimension is available. In many real-life applications, datasets are often incomplete because of device anomalies, privacy protection or other reasons. Data incompleteness is the most common problem of the data quality area. Especially, in multidimensional databases, some dimensions may contain missing values. Let us consider the instance when the mobile phone of the user is unable to work normally or some errors occurred in the transmission phase, thus the information which will be used in the skyline query is missing. Under these circumstances, the research about processing the skyline query on the incomplete dynamic data is necessary and significant. Although some algorithms for skyline query processing on incomplete static data have been proposed [5] , [6] , they are not suitable for dynamic data. For incomplete datasets, we may use the approach in [7] to impute missing values. However, imputation-based approaches are not suitable for dynamic data due to the inaccuracy and high time cost of the imputation process. Direct study of the incomplete data skyline query is rare and dynamic incomplete data problems of skyline queries have not attracted people's attention, but there are many cases in the applications such as a real-time data stream in industry which has the property of high speed and frequent changes in which the data repair strategy is not suitable once some value in the stream is missing.
Therefore, with this motivation, this study focused on the direct incomplete datasets skyline query in stream environments without imputation. We propose an efficient and effective approach to solve this problem. Our paper proposes incremental algorithms, and it does not affect the innovation. We combine the bucket strategy, virtual points, real points and local skyline points method to improve the efficiency of the skyline query. Additionally, we suggest the concept of the real point; the local skyline point set which is not dominated by virtual points, which is our innovation. By presenting this concept, the candidate skyline points can be found more quickly and accurately, which is effective for the current dynamic incomplete data skyline query. The approach [8] proposed by Babanejad only considers the dynamics of incomplete data, but ignores the speed of data changing, while we use the model of a sliding window based on a timestamp to handle it. This is the most obvious difference between our approach and theirs. Our work focuses on the incomplete datasets skyline query in stream environments. The dynamic data are not only changing, but the speed and efficiency should also be considered, especially for the streaming data studied in our paper, which has a real-time high demand.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• This paper proposes skyline query problem on a dynamic incomplete dataset, which first focuses on the streaming data and studies this problem in detail.
• We propose an efficient algorithm to solve this problem. Such an algorithm can effectively reduce the number of candidate skyline points and more quickly find the target skyline points.
• We demonstrate that our algorithm is efficient and effective based on extensive experiments. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the problem. Section 3 introduces some related work, and Section 4 proposes the algorithm based on a sliding window. Section 5 experimentally evaluates the efficiency of the proposed techniques. Section 6 provides the conclusion of the paper with directions for future work. In dataset S, skyline points are points which are not dominated by other points. The process of finding all the skyline points is the skyline query. For an incomplete dataset, we only consider the coexisting dimension between two points.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

B. DYNAMIC INCOMPLETE DATASET
The datasets studied in this paper have the following characteristics.
• The dataset is incomplete (i.e., the attribute value vacancy). We use ''-'' to denote the missing value.
• The dataset is dynamic, so that we cannot obtain all of the data items prior to the query processing. With time, new items may replace earlier items. The data size is unbounded.
• The dataset could be considered as a sequence. That is, a dynamic dataset of data points is ordered by arrival time. In this paper, we attach a timestamp to each data item to indicate its arrival time. Since this model uses a sliding window based on the amount of the timestamp, the validity of the data is determined by the window size. Therefore, we do not need to know the data failure time. An example of the dynamic dataset is shown in Fig. 1 . It dynamically updates and the arrival time of the left data points are always earlier than those of the right points. This can be seen from the Fig.1 . Some points have missing attribute values. At time T E , point E arrived and point B was replaced. After time T E , there might be some other points. We denote the given attribute sets and the dynamic incomplete dataset by D and S, respectively. At time T , the skyline query is performed on the current valid data points in S. The problem is defined as the skyline query on dynamic incomplete datasets. Points returned by the query are defined as dynamic skyline points on incomplete datasets.
C. DATA STREAMING MODEL
Data stream query processing shares many similarities with that of the traditional technique of a database query. We cannot directly or randomly access the data stream from the disk or memory. Thus there are two important differences. The first one is the difference between the one-time query and continuous query. The traditional static dataset uses the one-time query, then the dataset returns answers to meet the user requirements. On the stream data, this kind of query results will change over time. Therefore, with time, we need to execute multi-time queries. The second difference is the difference between the pre-query and direct query. The prequery provides query methods to the system before the data arrival. Direct query determines the query methods after data arrival.
The sliding window is a window w sliding over the data stream D, and W is a window set of window w. The window of time span T s or the number of data points N in window w is invariant. For an unchanged time span, for any sliding window w ∈ W , we can get the following:
We use an example to explain the sliding window model. In Fig. 2 , we assume that the sliding window size T is 5. Each data point has two timestamps representing its status. There are six points in Fig. 2 ; a (1, 6) represents that the point is a skyline point only during time 1 and time 6. The sliding window model is based on the time for each arrival data point to add a timestamp interval, denoting the arrival time and the end time of the data point. This point is valid only in the timestamp interval. Sliding window W refers to a recent time length size by the timestamp. The sliding window model based on counts ignores the arrival time of the data points. The size of the sliding window is W . When the number of data points in the custom window is greater than W , the point arrives before will disappear to maintain the sliding window data point size. The sliding window model has the following features:
• When a data point p arrives,we can delete points dominated by p in the current window, because those points will not appear in the skyline points of the sliding window. For example, in Fig. 2 , point e become a skyline point when it arrives at time 9. Since point e can dominate points c and d, they will be deleted.
• When a data point p arrives, we cannot directly delete p even if p is dominated by the data point q in the current sliding window. Because the data point q may fail earlier than data point p, when data point q fails, data point p may become the skyline point within the current sliding window. For example, in Fig. 2 , point c arrived at time 5 and it is dominated by point a. Point c can then become the skyline point in the current window only when point a is removed from the current sliding window at time 6.
• A data point p cannot be a skyline point more than once in the sliding window within a continuous time interval. The continuous time interval has association for the data point arrival time. For example, in Fig. 2 at time 5, point c arrived and is a skyline point in the continuous time interval [6, 10) (assuming that point c disappeared at moment 10), and it will not become a skyline point in the multiple continuous time interval in the sliding window only within the time interval.
III. RELATED WORK
Traditional skyline query processing algorithms are mainly based on static data. Many algorithms have been proposed. In the database field, Borzsony et al. [9] first proposed the skyline query. They proposed two algorithms to generate the skyline, namely the Block-Nested-Loop (BNL) and Divideand-Conquer (D&C). Kossmann et al. [10] proposed an algorithm to obtain the skyline based on a nearest neighbor approach with the D&C scheme and the aid of a spatial index by R-tree. Papadias et al. [11] proposed a Branch and Bound Skyline (BBS) method based on best-first nearest neighbor algorithm. It traverses the R-tree only once and processes entries in ascending order of their minimum distances to the origin of the data space. Tan et al. [12] proposed two progressive processing algorithms, i.e., the Bitmap and Index. We utilize the bitmap method to process data. A bitmap with D bits corresponds to a D-dimension incomplete data. Zero then denotes incomplete dimensions and ??1?? denotes complete dimensions. Therefore, we can divide different incompletedimension data into different buckets. Lee et al. [13] proposed a framework called Z-Sky to evaluate the skyline queries and update the skyline result based on Z-order curves. They also proposed that the Z-order properties facilitated and improved the test dominance relationship process among the data items. These methods are very efficient and practical on static datasets. However, they cannot work well on incomplete static datasets. Incomplete information naturally arises in numerous data management applications such as data integration, data cleaning and data exchange. The skyline query on incomplete static datasets has not been taken seriously and most researchers focus on preprocessing incomplete data before processing the skyline query. Alwan et al. [14] proposed a model for avoiding the issue of cyclic dominance in deriving skylines. This model consists of four components for more systematic processing of incomplete static datasets. Alwan et al. [15] then used a bitmap to divide the initial database into a set of distinct clusters. They used the upper-bound value of the cluster and the lower-bound value to reduce the number of pairwise comparisons in each cluster. Lofi et al. [16] proposed an approach for the challenge of dealing with the missing values in datasets in connection with skyline query VOLUME 6, 2018 processing, but processing the algorithm by using crowdenabled databases. Haghani et al. [17] evaluated top-k queries over incomplete data streams and proposed two algorithms (Sorted List Algorithm and Early Aggregation Algorithm) to retrieve the top-k query answers. Kolomvatsos et al. [18] proposed a model for dealing with the maintenance of the top-k list, and found the appropriate time to execute maintenance actions. Miao et al. [19] carried out an efficient algorithm of the top-k dominating query on incomplete data. They used upper bound score pruning, bitmap pruning and partial score pruning to improve the query efficiency. The algorithms proposed by Khalefa et al. [6] , Alwan et al. [20] , and Bharuka and Kumar [21] are merely applicable for incomplete static data, but do not work for dynamic data.
Babcock et al. [22] proposed a dynamic data flow model, which was used to solve the continuous arrival, time changes, unpredictable and non-boundary for data stream query problems in the system. They definitely analyzed the distinction between the model of streaming data and traditional relational database and summarized some approximate algorithms, batch processing, sampling and frequently-used sliding window with a limited memory. Morse et al. [4] proposed the LookOut algorithm for a continuous skyline query and an underlying quadtree index structure to solve the real time skyline query problem on data items which has a validity problem for the time interval on a non-static dataset. Data with a time interval validity is the data item in the dataset which has a valid time interval, recording to the validity time of the data item. Huang et al. [3] proposed a query problem for the mobile data object on the continuous skyline. Considering the spatial and temporal consistency analysis of it, they first fixed the skyline point to get the query boundaries, then analyzed the connection between the spatial position of the data item and the domination relation. They proposed a dynamic data structure and algorithms to solve the problem. Lin et al. [23] proposed an efficient skyline query algorithm in the data stream, and they focused on how to improve the accuracy of the data stream skyline query problem. Guo et al. [24] studied the skyline group problem over a data stream using data structures, namely, a hash table, dominance graph, and matrix, to store dominance information and incrementally update the results. Tao and Papadias [2] proposed to retain the sliding window on the data stream with the skyline query algorithm. The traditional dynamic skyline means that the query points are given at the run time, but the data are static. Therefore, they recalculated the skyline query when the data changes. It is different from the problem which is studied in this paper. We also use a sliding window structure for its time characteristics. The data items with a timestamp in the sliding window in which every moment of new data items arrive and old ones disappear, is like a real-life scene.
However, there is almost no research about the dynamic incomplete data for the skyline query. This is due to the previous algorithm mainly used for data repair technology of incomplete data. We propose an efficient and effective approach to solve this problem. In particular, we utilize a bucket strategy, bitmap, virtual points, real points and local skyline points method to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. In [12] , the bitmap idea is to carry out a bitwise operation for each complete data point. It represents the data point as the number of 0 and 1. We can then quickly know whether it is dominated by other points according to the binary results. In this paper, with the help of the bitwise operation, we utilize the bitwise operation on each dimension, so that we can quickly determine the point of the corresponding bucket. In contrast to [6] , this paper suggests the concept of the real point and the local skyline point set which are not dominated by virtual points. By presenting this concept, the candidate skyline points can be more quickly and accurately determined.
IV. SKYLINE QUERY PROCESSING ALGORITHM FOR INCOMPLETE DATA
The straightforward way to process the skyline query of incomplete data is to directly apply the skyline computation method for complete datasets. Since data are flowing in the dynamic dataset, the easiest method is a pairwise comparison for all the data points in the current sliding window. Obviously, the time complexity of comparison of this algorithm is the square of the data size. The efficiency is low and this algorithm is unfeasible. To handle the incompleteness, we partition the tuples into buckets according to their missing attributes. As a result, the tuples in the same bucket share the same missing attributes. In this section, we introduce two algorithms processing the skyline point based on the sliding window. One is kISkyline based on bucket strategy to find the candidate skyline points. The other is sISkyline based on virtual points, real points and local skyline points to choose the global skyline points.
A. kISkyline
The bucket strategy of a simple sliding window computes the skyline according to incomplete data points in the current sliding window. The window size can be represented as the time span or the number of points. With the bucket strategy to handle points in the sliding window, we can efficiently determine the skyline points. The method first divides the incomplete points in the current sliding window into buckets and computes the skyline in each bucket. We then take all the skyline points inside the buckets to form candidate skyline points. We next pairwise compare the candidate points to generate global skyline points. The details of such a kISkyline algorithm are as follows.
• The incomplete points in the current sliding window are separated into the corresponding buckets according to a bitmap approach. For D-dimensional data points, the number of buckets is between 1 and 2 |D| . The points in each bucket have the same set of missing attributes. Therefore, we can use the existing method [10] , [23] to compute the skyline in each bucket. As shown in Fig. 3 , the shaded area of the input data stream contains data points in the sliding window whose size is 36. Based on the input data points of the bitmap mode, the input data points are divided into four buckets, B p , B q , B r and B s , with shadow points inside the bucket as the local skyline points.
• The skyline points in the buckets are candidate skyline points. As shown in Fig. 3 , the local skyline points in buckets B p , B q , B r and B s are 21 candidate skyline points.
• Using the skyline computation method for incomplete data on the candidate skyline points [5] , [25] , we pairwise compare the candidate skyline points and compute the global skyline points. In Fig. 3 , the global skyline points are Q 5 and Q 6 . Although this algorithm is effective due to the bucket strategy, when having a bucket with a large number of data points, the efficiency is unsatisfactory. Therefore, we propose the sISkyline algorithm. Even with a large number of data points in the bucket, the algorithm still maintains a high efficiency.
B. SISKYLINE ALGORITHM
In this section, we first provide an overview of the sISkyline algorithm. We then describe the split strategy in the local skyline points of the sISkyline algorithm and introduce the concepts of virtual point, real point and shadow point. Finally, we describe the algorithm.
1) OVERVIEW
In this section, we propose an efficient algorithm called sISkyline. The algorithm divides the data points in each bucket into real points, virtual points and shadow points [6] . Compared to the kISkyline algorithm, the sISkyline algorithm can determine the non-candidate skyline points earlier to reduce the number of candidate skyline points and improve the efficiency.
To save storage, this method can store each point in the bucket and save the entire content of the data points in the sliding window, thus we can effectively reduce the memory consumption.
To achieve a high efficiency, we divide the data points in each bucket into some parts. It reduces the number of candidate skyline points, and eventually reduces the comparison time between buckets.
The algorithm efficiently processes the skyline query with the bucket strategy, and distinguishes real points from virtual points. Firstly, according to the bitmap method, the sISkyline algorithm determines whether or not it is a real point or a shadow skyline point. If the point is a real point in the corresponding bucket, we should insert it into the candidate skyline dataset points and determine whether it is a virtual point of the other buckets. When the number of points in the sliding window reaches the upper bound, the program stops reading the new arriving point and updates the global skyline points. In order to improve the performance of the algorithm, we reduce the number of candidate skyline points and the number of comparisons between the attributes of candidate skyline points. In section 4.1, the kISkyline algorithm's time consumption is based on the computation of the global skyline points from candidate skyline points in the process of comparing the two points, but the sISkyline algorithm will solve this problem.
2) SPLIT STRATEGY OF LOCAL SKYLINE POINTS
This section explains the concept of virtual points and shadow points based on the bucket strategy of a simple sliding window. The bucket strategy computes the skyline points of each bucket, then computes the global skyline points according to the skyline points of each bucket. Since the number of buckets may be high, the major computation process is the computation of the global skyline points from the local skyline points. In order to reduce the number of the candidate skyline points, Khalefa et al. [6] proposed the concept of virtual point, real point and shadow point. Using such a classification, we can divide the local skyline points into two parts; i.e., local skyline points and shadow skyline points. The local skyline points are divided into two parts which are virtual points and real points. The virtual point is based on the bucket. Q is a virtual point in bucket B i if it satisfies the following two conditions. 1) Q and the points in B i are different in the bitmap mode, i.e., point Q is from the bucket of B j (j =i). 2) Data point Q can dominate at least one skyline point in the bucket B i . As shown in Fig. 4 , the virtual points in bucket B p are R 2v and Q 1v . The virtual point can reduce the size of the candidate skyline points. It uses points in other buckets to delete the points which could not become the global skyline point before the global calculation. Therefore, the local skyline points in bucket B p become shadow skyline points. Each real point in bucket B p is the local skyline point in B p and not dominated by any virtual point. In short, the virtual point is used to eliminate the non-skyline points in the bucket as soon as possible. The shadow point is used to prevent the non-skyline points from wrongly becoming the global skyline points. The shadow points are original local skyline points within the bucket. Therefore, we cannot discard the shadow points. We store the skyline points of each bucket in the candidate skyline set. When a new skyline point (Q) is generated, we compare it to each point in the candidate skyline set. If Q can dominate point P from the candidate skyline set, we note that Q is the virtual point of bucket B p .
3) ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION a: SISkyline ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 is the pseudo code of the skyline of the sISkyline algorithm. The input of the algorithm is a dynamic dataset S and sliding window with size W , and the output is the global skyline points. First, the algorithm initializes the global skyline points set (global_skyline), candidate skyline points set (candidate_skyline) and the current sliding window element set DW as empty (Line 1).
When the program starts, if the number of points in the current sliding window is less than W , then the next new point p is read. If the bucket corresponding to the newly arriving data point p does not exist, then a new bucket B is created for p by the bitmap mode (Lines 5-6). p is then inserted into B (Line 7). If p is the local skyline point in its bucket, the flag (isReal) is set to true, and p is inserted into the candidate skyline set (Lines 8-9) . If the number of data points in the current sliding window is greater than w, the global skyline points are updated (Line 13). We use V w+i and V w to denote the latest arriving data points and the earliest arriving data points, respectively. The points and corresponding buckets in current sliding window are then output (Lines [16] [17] [18] , and the global skyline points are returned.
Based on the above descriptions, this algorithm consists of four sub-algorithms, i.e., local skyline insertion algorithm, candidate skyline insertion algorithm, global skyline update algorithm and bucket update algorithm. We will then introduce these algorithms.
b: LOCAL SKYLINE INSERTION ALGORITHM
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code. The input is inserted point p and bucket B p for p. The output is a boolean variable representing whether p is a skyline point for the bucket B p . For each newly arriving data point p, we insert it into B p by the bitmap mode. p is either inserted into the real point set, the shadow point set of bucket B p , or deleted.
According to Section 4.2.2, the local skyline points are divided into real points and shadow points. Real points are the local skyline points not dominated by any virtual point in the same bucket. Shadow points are the local skyline points dominated by a virtual point in the same bucket. Therefore, we first determine whether p is dominated by any shadow skyline point. If some point dominates p, p is discarded. Otherwise, it is determined whether p is dominated by real points or shadow points in B p . If p is dominated by neither a real point nor shadow point inside B p , then we will discard the points dominated by p in B p , and then insert p into the real point set of B p (Lines 1-3 (Lines 9-11). p is then inserted into the shadow point set of B p (Line 12). Otherwise, false is returned, indicating that p is dominated by real points or virtual points in the bucket (Line 14).
c: CANDIDATE SKYLINE INSERTION ALGORITHM
Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo code. First the dominant marker (isDominated) is initialized to false, indicating that point p is not dominated by any point in the candidate skyline set (Line 1). For each point cp in the candidate skyline point set, the number of coexisting dimensions (k) of p and the point cp is then computed.
If k = 0, indicating that there is no coexisting attributes between them, we can skip the processing of cp (Lines 3-5). If p dominates cp, cp is discarded from the candidate skyline point set, p is inserted into B cp as a virtual point, and those real points dominated by p in B cp are discarded (Lines 6-9). If cp dominates p, we set isDominanted true, cp is inserted as a virtual point into bucket of B p , and the real points from B p dominated by cp are discarded (Lines 10-15). Finally, if isDominated is false, indicating that point p is not dominated by any points in the candidate skyline point set, p is inserted into the candidate skyline point set, and p becomes a candidate skyline point (Lines 17-18).
d: GLOBAL SKYLINE UPDATE ALGORITHM
Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo code. This algorithm is mainly to update the global skyline point set. We compare the candidate skyline points to the global skyline points, discard the candidate skyline points of the non-global skyline points, and put the candidate points, which are not dominated, into the global skyline point set. First, the algorithm traverses (Lines 1-2) . If the number of coexisting dimensions between gp and cp is zero, the coexisting dimensions of the next candidate point continue to be calculated(Lines 3-5). If the global skyline point or candidate skyline point is dominated, the dominate flag (isDominated) of those points is set to true (Lines 6-9). If isDominated is true, those points are discarded from the global skyline point set and candidate skyline point set (Lines 12-15). For each bucket (B s ), whose bucket shadow skyline of update flag (B s .update) is true, each shadow skyline point in B s is then compared with the global skyline points and candidate skyline points. As a result, we should discard the dominated candidate skyline points and dominated global skyline points, and set the update flag (B s .update) of the candidate skyline point to false (Lines 17-23). Finally, we merge the candidate skyline point set into the global skyline point set (Line 25).
In Algorithm 4, one of the first double loops(Lines 1-11) determines all of the points from the global skyline point set that are dominated by the candidate skyline points, as well as all the points from the candidate skyline point set dominated by the global skyline points. We do not discard the dominated points but set a flag on them as the data point is incomplete and we compare them with the coexisting dimensions. We cannot guarantee that the data do not dominate other data after it is deleted. They may dominate some points that are not dominated by others. Therefore, we set the flag for dominated points, then discard them at the second double loop. The second double loop (Lines 17-24) further eliminates non-global skyline points from the candidate skyline point set and global VOLUME 6, 2018 25 global_skyline ← global_skyline ∪ candidate_skyline; skyline point set. If the bucket of the shadow skyline update flag (B s .update) is true, they may add new points. These new points may be from the global skyline point set or candidate skyline point set.
If the points are from the global skyline point set, they are dominated by the candidate skyline points. They perhaps dominate some candidate skyline points. Before they are discarded from the point set, they are not compared to some candidate skyline points. If the points are from the candidate skyline point set, the points are dominated by the global skyline points. The points perhaps dominate some global skyline points, which are not compared, before discarding. Therefore, we make sure that the final global skyline point set has no error point.
e: BUCKET UPDATE ALGORITHM
The pseudo code is shown in algorithm 5. The input is the newest arriving data point V w+i , the earliest arriving data point V w and data point set DW in the window.
This algorithm first calculates the points in bucket B Vw which are dominated by point V w , and those dominated points constitute point set T Vw (Line 1). If the point set T Vw is empty, that is to say, V w cannot dominate any point in the current window, we can discard it (Line 2). If T Vw is not empty, V w+i is added to T Vw (Line 3). For each point P Vw from T Vw is then performed by the local skyline insertion algorithm (Lines 4-5). If P Vw is the skyline point inside the bucket, the candidate skyline insertion algorithm (Lines 6-8) is perfomred and the last updated global skyline point set uses the global skyline update algorithm (Line 10).
The time complexity of the sISkyline algorithm involves two cases. For the first time, the count of the sliding window points satisfies the window size N . For each arriving point, for the oldest point p to be shifted out of the sliding window, the update should be performed on all points dominated by p. In the update for each node, the points in the corresponding buckets and candidate skyline points have to been traversed in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, respectively, whose number is at most N . Since the maximal number of points dominated by p is O(N ), the time complexity is O(N 2 ). In this case, we use the newly arriving point and the points dominated by the oldest point to update the global skyline points, thus the time complexity is O(N 2 ). The space complexity of the sISkyline algorithm is O(N ).
The sISkyline algorithm and ISkyline algorithm proposed by Khalefa et al. [6] are similar in some places, and some places are different. The sISkyline algorithm is for a dynamic incomplete dataset, and the ISkyline algorithm is for the static incomplete dataset. For streaming data, the sISkyline algorithm can use the updateAll function to quickly get the global skyline points, and the ISkyline algorithm can only recalculate the global skyline points. For Algorithm 2, we first check whether point P is dominated by the shadow skyline points in the corresponding bucket to exclude most of the nonskyline points. For Algorithm 3, when point p is dominating point cp, we delete those points in bucket B cp which are dominated by point p. The advantage of this is that it can reduce the number of local skyline points, thus reducing the number of comparisons.
We now provide a running example to illustrate all the algorithms. The sliding window size is 2. There are three points and the order is as follows: P 1 (1, −, 2), Q 1 (−, 1, 3), P 2 (2, −, 1). When P 1 appears, we create a bucket of B P . We then insert P 1 into bucket B P as a real point (algorithm 2) and insert it into the candidate Skyline set (algorithm 3). When Q 1 appears, we create a bucket of B Q and insert Q 1 into bucket B Q as a real point (algorithm 2). We then delete P 1 from the candidate Skyline set because P 1 is dominated by Q 1 . We insert Q 1 into B P as a virtual point and delete P 1 from real point in bucket B P . We then insert Q 1 into the candidate Skyline set. At this point, the number of points within the sliding window reaches the upper limit. Therefore, Q 1 becomes a global skyline point (algorithm 4).
When P 2 appears, we execute algorithm 5. P 1 is the oldest point in the sliding window and P 1 does not dominate any point. Therefore, we delete P 1 . We insert P 2 into bucket B P as a shadow skyline point (algorithm 2) and mark the B P update as true. We then get the global skyline point Q 1 (algorithm 4).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we investigated the performance of the kISkyline algorithm and sISkyline algorithm. The experiments were performed on a desktop computer with Intel Core i5 3.10 GHz, 4-core CPU and 4G RAM. The operating system is a 32-bit Linux. All programs were implemented with C++ language under the compilation environment for G++.
Our paper focuses on the incompleteness of streaming data, so we described in detail how we make the dynamic data incomplete with different missing rates. We evaluated our techniques against the 3 most popular synthetic benchmark data, correlated, independent, and anti-independent, that is, the synthetic dataset we generated. We also use several real datasets which are often used in many research studies. In the experiments, we change the input reading speed to simulate a dynamic data stream. The real datasets obtained from MovieLens of film evaluation 1M datasets and 2009 NBA players latest datasets of the regular season. The missing rate of the MovieLens dataset is about 95%. The MovieLens datasets include about 1 million scoring records. The NBA Dataset contains 21961 NBA players of 17 aspect scorings. For the NBA dataset and synthetic dataset, we remove partial attributes to generate incomplete datasets with various missing rates, which is the number of all tuple vacancies attribute in the percentage of the total number of attributes of all the tuples in the dataset.
The synthetic dataset uses the data generator that is used in [9] . This generator can generate three kinds of datasets; a relevant dataset, independent dataset and anti-independent dataset. In the experiment, we consider three situations when the dataset conforms to three kinds of dataset distributions.
The default sliding window size and dimension number are 10000 and 10, respectively. Almost all of the state of the art in skyline processing is based on complete or static datasets, thus no same research results are proposed. Because our paper is the first approach proposing a dynamic incomplete data skyline query, especially for the streaming data, it is hardly possible to find similar algorithms. We implemented the kISkyline algorithm which is proposed in Section 4.1 to verify the efficiency of the sISkyline algorithm, and it is used as the control group in this section. Our approach is to skyline query the dynamic incomplete data without the imputation step. We do not have to impute the missing values and make the data complete. Therefore, it is not necessary to compare ours with the weak baselines -imputation-based approaches. Especially, to impute the missing values in the dynamic dataset is not realistic. Dynamic data changes fast and disappears fast. First, it is hard to achieve the imputation. And second, it is very expensive, no matter the time aspect or space aspect. We measured the efficiency in the run time of milliseconds (ms). In order to facilitate the observations, we use Table 1 to show the parameters in the experiment. 
A. THE IMPACT OF DATA DIMENSIONALITY
To test the impact of data dimensionality, we varied the dimensions from 4 to 20 for the Movie 1M and NBA datasets. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 . Based on the experimental results, the run time increases with the number of dimensions. This is because that with an increase in the dimensionality, the points in a bucket are more difficult to dominate other bucket points. As a result, the number of local skyline and candidate skyline points in the bucket increases, which increases the comparison time. The sISkyline algorithm can decrease the times of comparison between the candidate skyline points, thus the detailed algorithm is the candidateSkylineInsertion is faster than the kISkyline algorithm.
To test the impact of the independent data dimensionality, we varied the dimensions from 4 to 20 for generating the independent datasets. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 . Based on the experimental results, the run time of the kISkyline algorithm linearly increases with the data dimensionality. This is because that with an increase in the data dimension, it is not easy to form a dominate relation between the data points, and the number of skyline points in the bucket becomes higher, which causes a rapid growth in the number of candidate skyline points. Thus, the times of the pairwise comparisons rapidly grow. By comparison, the sISkyline algorithm use virtual points to reduce the most useless points.
B. THE IMPACT OF DATA SIZE
To test the impact of the data size, we varied the data size from 2,000 to 20,000 for the synthetic independent datasets and NBA datasets. Both contained 10 dimensions, a data missing rate of 20% and the sliding window size of 10000. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 . Based on the experimental results, we observe that the performance of the VOLUME 6, 2018 sISkyline algorithm is better than that of the kISkyline algorithm in both cases. As the data size gets larger, the sISkyline algorithm time consumption slowly grows due to the slow growth of the number of candidate skyline points based on the localSkylineInsertion algorithm. 
C. THE IMPACT OF THE DATA MISSING RATE
To test the impact of the data missing rates, we varied the data missing rates to 10%, 50% and 90% for the NBA datasets. We varied the data size from 2,000 rows to 20,000 rows, and computed the time cost ratio between the sISkyline algorithm and kISkyline algorithm. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 . Based on the experimental results, with the increase in the data missing rate, the advantage of the sISkyline becomes significant. This is because the virtual point can effectively reduce the number of skyline points in the bucket using the candidateSkylineInsertion algorithm 1, and thus reduce the computation time overhead of the global algorithm.
D. THE INFLUENCE OF SLIDING WINDOW SIZE
To test the impact of the sliding window size for processing the skyline query on the incomplete dynamic data, we varied the sliding window size from 2000 to 20,000 in increasing order of 2000 for the synthetic datasets and NBA datasets.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9 . The experimental results show that the running time of the sISkyline algorithm slowly increases, but that of the kISkyline algorithm rapidly grows as the size of the sliding window increases. This is because when the sliding window size becomes larger, the data items in the sliding window increases, the number of skyline data points in the bucket becomes high and the number of local skyline data points increases. This is the shortcoming of the kISkyline algorithm with the bucket strategy, which cannot provide a satisfactory efficiency when using the bucket with a significant number of data points. Thus the total time cost becomes high. By comparison, the sISkyline algorithm use virtual points and shadow points based on the bucket strategy of a simple sliding window to determine the non-candidate skyline points earlier and reduces the as many as possible useless points, saving the computation and memory consumption, the sISkyline algorithm improves the efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
Incompleteness is one of the most common data quality problems. Since the skyline query is a kind of important preference query which has been widely used in dynamic datasets in recommended systems and multi-attribute decision-making, the paper studies the skyline query processing of incomplete dynamic data.
To achieve a high performance, we propose the sISkyline algorithm based on a sliding window. The sISkyline algorithm adopts the idea of the split bucket method to divide incomplete points, then it applies the virtual point and shadow point method to reduce the number of comparisons in the sliding window. Such an algorithm could effectively reduce the size of the candidate skyline point size and overcome the bottleneck problem of the simple split bucket kISkyline algorithm for global skyline points computation. The experimental results show that our approach could greatly enhance the efficiency of the algorithm. Future studies will include developing parallel algorithms for fast data streams and developing efficient skyline algorithms on dirty datasets with data quality problems other than incompleteness. 
